Managed Security Services
True Cyber Security for Defense Against Evolving Threats
In the past few years, cyber-attacks have evolved to be a dangerous threat to virtually every business. “In
2017 alone there been 53,000 incidents and 2,216 confirmed data breaches.” GlobeNet’s Managed Security
Services provides the protection that your business needs to operate in the new landscape of threats, such as:
advanced persistent threats, ransomware, malware, phishing, social engineering and more.

End-to-End Security Backed by a Team of Experts
GlobeNet’s Security is backed by a team of cyber security experts who can address threats as quickly as
possible. Together, we provide a powerful combination of software and services, including:
• Advanced monitoring, detection, response and remediation services to stop active threats and minimize
harm.
• Intelligent reporting and documentation capabilities, including real-time alerting, network log and
activity monitoring.
• Threat profiles that map to specific attack vectors and protection needs, with real-time alerting when a
system or site reaches risk levels that are above acceptable thresholds.

GlobeNet’s Holistic Security Approach
Our security solution provides granular visibility into security gaps, and includes end user training, a suite of
advanced tools, and can even help you demonstrate compliance and adherence with regulatory requirements.
GlobeNet's comprehensive cyber security framework incorporates industry standards, Defense in Depth
strategies and interoperability to help you manage risks and protect your bottom line. Our services include
but are not limited to the following:
• Advanced Threat Protection

• HIPPA/PCI Compliance & Auditing

• Next-Generation Firewalls

• Dark Web Monitoring

• Email Security Filtering

• Email Phishing Campaigns

• Security Incident Event Management (SIEM) • Vulnerability Management
• Next-Generation Endpoint Protection

• Security Awareness Training

• Layered Sandboxing

• Backup and Disaster Recovery

• Security Operations Center (SOC)

• Threat Analytics and Reporting

The dangers of cyber threats are growing by the day and continue to accelerate. Every industry will face
unique threats and there is no “Silver Bullet” to protect you. Being prepared requires strategic, intelligent
and proactive complete cyber security management from GlobeNet.
Protect Your Business!
Call GlobeNet Today
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